The following question is answered: If the real line is partitioned into countable sets, is there a Hamel basis that picks at most one element from each member of the partition?
In this note we answer the question from the abstract. No special knowledge of set theory (or algebra) is required. All undefined notions and techniques used in the proof can be found in [K] .
Let V be a vector space over a field F. In what follows we assume that |V| = zc is uncountable, and that \F\ < zc . If X c V, then (X) is the subspace of V generated by X. Observe that |(AT)| < max(co, \X\, \F\) for any X c V. Hence the dimension of V is zc.
The real line R is a vector space over the rationals. Any basis for this vector space is called a Hamel basis.
Since our result has the same proof for R as for any V, we give proofs for uncountable vector spaces V (over fields whose cardinality is smaller than the cardinality of V ).
If & is a family of nonempty sets we say that a set A' is a transversal of & iff, for every P e ¿P , X intersects P in exactly one point.
1. Theorem. Let 3° be a partition of V for which there is a X < k such that, for each P e ¿P, \P\<X. Then there is a transversal of ¿P that generates V.
Proof. Recall that |V| = k > co, so without loss of generality X > max(«y, \F\). Let Y be a basis for V. Let A be a partition of 3$ such that, for each s/ e A, (i) \s/\ = \Yn(usf)\ = x+, (2) (Yn(us/))\{0}cus/.
For sé e A, we show how to pick a transversal X(snf) of sé with X(s/)c Usé and (Yn(usé)) C (X(sé)). Then X = u{X(sé):sé e A} is as required.
Fix sé e A. List Y n (us/) as {ya: a < X+} and sé as {Aa: a < X+} (both listings one to one) so that y0 e A0 and, for each limit a, yn e Aa .
By induction on £ < X+ , we pick points x, so that (a) \fa<X+(\Aan{xi:^<X+}\<l) and (b) {ya:<x<X+}c{{x(:i<A+}),
thus showing that the required X(sé) exists.
Let x0 = y0 . At stage £ : the points {x : n < Q are already picked. If there is an a < ¿j with A( n (({yj U{xn:n< Q)\({xn: n < £})) ¿ 0 fix the minimal such a and pick any xi e A( n (({yj u{xt]:n< £}>\tt*": n < £})).
Otherwise let x. = y0 .
Observe that, for each £, {x : n < Q c ({y : n < Q), so if £ is a limit 4 n (({v>} U {x,,: n < Q)\({xv: rj < £}}) / 0.
In particular, for £, a limit, x, ^ ({x : z/ < ¿;}).
Now we show that {ya : a < X+} c ({x, : £ < X+}). Assume not and let a be the least ordinal such that ya £ ({x( : t\ < X+}). Pick an ordinal p > max(A, a) so that {yß: ß <a}c ({x(: £, < p}).
For «* > p let S( = {ya + x( + z: ze ({xn: n < <*})} . Since, for each £ > £, ^ c ({.yj U {x^: z/ < C})\({^: ^ < C}), we have that 5{ n (U(>iA^) = 0, for otherwise ya e ({x : n < Ç}).
Since 0^5'«, (2) implies that S( c LU^+yL. Also, the points picked at limit stages are not in the span of the points picked before that stage, so \SA = X, for ¿; > p . But |/LJ <X so Sin (Uç<i^c) + 0 .
By the pressing down lemma, there is a y < X+ and a cofinal subset T of limit ordinals less than X+ , so that, for each £ e T, S(nA¿0.
So there are £ < £' eT with S( D 5r ¿ 0.
Hence there are z e ({x : z/ < £}) and z' e ({x^: n < £,'}) with y a + xi +z = y a + xi' +z' ■ So Xt* e ({x : n < £,'}) which is a contradiction, since ¿j' is a limit. D Note that the above theorem holds for |7"| = zc also, and that the theorem holds for k = w (this requires a different, but even easier, argument).
We assume that AT is a transversal of ¿P generating V, and derive a contradiction.
Since \X n Px\ < 2, without loss of generality y0 $ (X n Px). Let y0 = Y\" . a,x, where a,■ d 0, x, e X n P for 1 < i < n , and a, < a, < ■ ■ < a".
So an > 1 , but then xn 6 <{V0} U {x,: 1 < i < zz}) C (Uß<aPß) = U,^/»,, a contradiction. D 3. Corollary. The Continuum Hypothesis is equivalent to the following statement:
There is a partition of the real line into countable sets such that each Hamel basis picks at least two elements from some member of the partition.
In closing let us notice that if the condition VP e 3S(\P\ < X) in Theorem 1 is replaced by VP e £P(\P\ < X) then there is always a set X that generates V such that VP e ¿P(\X n P\ < 2). And if the above condition is furthermore relaxed to VP e 3P(\P\ < zc), then there is an X with the above property iff zc is regular. 
